Listening to diverse knowledge systems

NIKHIL GOVIND

To some, the idea of health that is not beholden to strict notions of biomedical science is already misbegotten. This editorial cannot address this audience, for it believes that it is worth listening to varied knowledge systems. There is now an increased acceptance that the alienation felt by many towards contemporary health practices needs to be taken seriously. This issue contains six articles on the theme of diverse/traditional medical systems, and the need for a nuanced response to the questions they raise with regard to mainstream health practices. One accepts that these diverse/traditional medical systems may be misused, or insufficiently understood; the articles in this issue by Hurford, Rana, and Sachan (1), as well as by Ransing, Kar and Menon make this amply clear (2).

It is useful to distinguish at least three layers of analysis — a) the knowledge systems designated as AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Homeopathy); b) the institutional context of government and private colleges, certifications, accreditations and so on; and c) the communication of the ideas/practices of these systems. The Hurford et al article is mainly directed at the third layer of communication (1). Other articles in this volume discuss the institutional issues — be it AYUSH-Inflected mental healthcare delivery (2), or the unregulated growth of homoeopathy colleges in the private sector — and government passivity with regard to policy, clinical care, and livelihood opportunities for the doctors involved (3). All these articles raise urgent points — poorly conceptualised policy-making has resulted in inadequate, confused, and uncertain care, and unhappiness for both doctor and patient.

Two other articles in the issue bring to the fore the knowledge system itself. Sebastian asks if there is any necessary relationship between Ayurveda and more typically orthodox Vedic knowledge systems. He argues that they may overlap and influence each other, but that neither system is reducible to the other (4). Similarly, GL Krishna, in the other article in the issue concerned with the knowledge system in itself, argues and hopes for a “new dawn” (5). The author believes that Ayurveda had a long and glorious tradition, but then there was a period of stagnation — and the only way to revive it today is to take the best from the admitted heterogeneity of scientific method. A fearless new synthesis may then be carved — for this, it is imperative that Ayurveda be shorn of dogma. One cannot, for example, in good conscience believe any more that semen is produced in the marrow. To disbelieve many facts is not to disbelieve the whole — this is akin to those who look at religious texts and believe that a single wrong fact discredits the whole. Thus, Krishna’s article asks us to actively discard many beliefs in the harsh light of contemporary method (5).

It is invigorating that such a multi-faceted discussion is being held at all. This editorial concedes that there is much abuse, and many institutional obstacles — but the heart of what follows seeks to engage the conceptual/knowledge system level of alternative medicine. For without asking questions at that epistemological level, the institutional and communicative layers become moot.

Though governmental funding and support for alternative systems is welcome, there are dangers when this enthusiasm is not executed carefully. It is worth restating that the creation and development of knowledge works slowly — and can suffer equally from a lack of enthusiasm and support, as from an excess of it. The wrong type of support — impatient, dogmatic, shallow — can also kill the types of nurture that alternative systems need. One cannot solve a problem by withholding or throwing money at it. Rather, like these systems themselves, which grew over centuries and in different cultural and patronage contexts, policy must do the hard work — not only of raising money, but also of designing the right administrative structures, the right balances of profit and equity, the right leadership, the optimised transmission and growth of hard-won insights and so on. Politicisation —
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even in support — does more harm than good, for it also polarises and puts the theorists and clinicians under undue pressure, compromising the growth of these systems.

If there is to be a revival of these systems, hard questions have to be asked. The very nomenclature of AYUSH is obscure — it cannot simply be a hastily put together basket of all non-normative "others". What links Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Homoeopathy, and so on? Is it just the tokenism of inclusion given that these are systems so widely variant in their histories, repertoire, basic assumptions of the cosmos and the human body, and such like? The main government repository (https://www.ayush.gov.in) is meagre and confusing — naturaphy, for example, is now prominently added, with little explanation of how it fits, or indeed what it is. And the site is rather unnecessarily overwhelmed by Covid information, when most of these systems have in the past emphasised that they work best for long-term ailments rather than immediate infection (6). Its presence on social media forums such as Twitter, is hardly more illuminating, mostly showing politicians inaugurating hospitals, or doling out recipes.

Thus, instead of a catchall policy, what one needs is a deeper, multi-dimensional engagement. Precisely because there is an openness to alternative medical philosophies, one needs to take a step back and seek to properly understand the foundations of these traditions. In this issue, there is a discussion of the distinguished ethical lineage of Unani (7). Let us similarly look, in the briefest way, at the yoga-sutras (8). The precise extent to which yoga (like Ayurveda) belongs more to ritual orthodoxy or to the dissenting (shramanic) traditions matters less than the content of the sutras themselves. Here, certainly, the notion of health (like in most traditional systems) includes an insistence on a fullness of well-being, the development of a spiritual interiority and individuality, rather than the cure for a clear-cut pathology that is the norm in biomedical treatments. In this context, it may usefully be remembered that biomedicine is itself evolving, and the greater emphasis that is nowadays placed on mental health and overall well-being is itself a sign that the systems can talk to each other and not be seen as simple oppositions of traditional and modern, East and West, etc.

One must realise that varied knowledge systems need to evolve and learn from each other. Speaking in broad terms, modern Euro-American medicine has delinked disease from any ethical or emotional context. One is ill, and so takes a pill. But most traditional systems emphasise the entirety of a person's self — illness is connected to larger ideas of ethical, emotional and spiritual being. The yoga- sutras make little distinction between ill-health, wrong cognition, and inordinate human greed. Finally, health is inseparable from freedom: “inward consciousness is attained, and obstacles do not rise” (8: sutra 1.29; 118). This results in both good health as well as an ethical disposition: “Clarification of the mind [results] from the cultivation of friendliness towards the happy, compassion for those who suffer, sympathetic joy for the good, and equanimity toward those who lack goodness” (8: sutra 1.33; 119). The clinical encounter is a moral encounter between patient and doctor, both of whom heal each other. Here again is Sushruta from the Ayurvedic tradition: “The model physician is … clean, pure, brave and supplied with accessories and drugs; who has an unperturbed mind; who is wise, assiduous, adept and dedicated to truth and virtue” as cited in Vālia thatan (9: verse 24).

No doubt all this is much idealised. Nevertheless, the use of traditional systems must not simply be a matter of isolating some molecule in a formula, and then commercialising it or proclaiming the glory of Indian medicine. Unfortunately, this is much of what is encouraged and done in the name of AYUSH research (10). While it is far beyond the scope of this editorial to comment on protocols such as the clinical trial requirements of AYUSH drugs, the point can certainly be made that beyond the token invocation of Caraka, Sushruta etc., the protocol reads very much in the tradition of biomedicine, and is inadequately engaged with the epistemological or textual foundations that must mark our contemporary engagement with AYUSH traditions (6). The fond hope of a deeper engagement had been articulated helplessly over a decade ago: “research in Ayurveda [needs to be] unburdened by herbal product development and global marketing” (9: Preface). This call has clearly not been heeded, or even understood. To respond to traditional systems, one has to take stock of the fullness of their world-view. To be sure, some aspects of those world views may need to be jettisoned. Likewise, a love for traditional medicine cannot emerge from merely the alienation one feels while navigating the current healthcare system. One can claim any regard for these systems only if one has taken some care — preferably over decades — to delve into its practices as either doctor or patient/practitioner; at all times, an attempt to engage with the actual textual traditions (even to disagree) is imperative. The humanities provide extensive models of fruitful textual engagement — histories, sociologies, cultural studies of medicine — and these need to be made integral to the syllabi and research agendas of health pedagogy (11).

The other side of the equation is the patient/consumer. Here too, the great successes in the increased importance given to narratives such as those of sexuality, mental health and so on need to be replicated. Barring a few articles, there have been unfortunately too few autobiographies or memoirs of our current health encounters with traditional healing practices (12). Most AYUSH doctors talk in purely biomedical terms of illness/cure, with the occasional "miraculous" recovery thrown in. Rather, what is the need of the decade is a more sustained long-term engagement with health that is an aspect of one's deepest personal and emotional flourishing. Similarly, little attention has been paid in syllabi to involving patient experiences — this is of course equally true for mainstream medical discourse, which also routinely neglects patient or citizen narrative (13).
One ends, thus, with the hope for conversation and growth on both sides — neither traditional nor normative medicines can do without each other — and an optimist would hope for a mutually compounding, respectful and thoughtful growth on both sides.
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